QUARTERFINAL RESULTS

No. 1 Wyomissing 3, No. 8 Trinity 0
No. 1 Singles: Mara Trifoi W d Katherine Long 6-1, 6-1
No. 2 Singles: Carmen Heinly W led Haley Matthews 7-6 (4), 5-2 DNF
No. 3 Singles: Emma Thornton W led Amanda Becker 6-0, 5-5 DNF
No. 1 Doubles: Leah McAvoy / Julia Herb W d Isabel Hacten / Katie Kukay 6-2, 6-2
No. 2 Doubles: Abby Wexler / Anna Kate Schreck W d Aleandra Borza / Amber Estok 6-3, 6-4

No. 5 Berks Catholic 3, No. 4 Kennard-Dale 0
No. 1 Singles: Lin Robertson BC d Alyssa Miller 6-1, 6-0
No. 2 Singles: Evan Boone KD led Mary Kate Gregor 6-4, 3-0 DNF
No. 3 Singles: Kathleen Glackin KD led Maggie Mistek 6-1, 4-1 DNF
No. 1 Doubles: Meredith Finneran / Laura Covely BC d Lily Riale / Allison Stewart 6-0, 6-1
No. 2 Doubles: Helena Woytovich / Veronica Alabovitz BC d Hope Hushan / Claire Hushan 6-1, 6-1

No. 6 Lancaster Catholic 3, No. 3 Bishop McDevitt 0
No. 1 Singles: Lil Vernois LC d Alexis Welker 6-0, 6-0
No. 2 Singles: Rachel Fazzini LC d Lianne Lapitan 6-3, 6-3
No. 3 Singles: Lexie Foreman BM led Annie Skehan 6-3, 4-6, 4-3 DNF
No. 1 Doubles: Ellie Cubbison / Emily Lent LC d Maddie Young / Zoey Stapleton 6-3, 2-6, 6-2
No. 2 Doubles: Carly Elias / Veronica Milosz BM d Emily Kurisky / Julia Donahue 7-5, 6-0

SEMIFINAL RESULTS

No. 1 Wyomissing 3, No. 5 Berks Catholic 1
No. 1 Singles: Lin Robertson BC d Mara Trifoi 6-2, 6-4
No. 2 Singles: Carmen Heinly W d Mary Kate Gregor 6-2, 6-2
No. 3 Singles: Emma Thornton W d Maggie Mistek 6-3, 6-0
No. 1 Doubles: Meredith Finneran / Laura Covely BC led Leah McAvoy / Julia Herb 7-6 (7), 3-4 DNF
No. 2 Doubles: Abby Wexler / Anna Kate Schreck W d Helena Woytovich / Veronica Alabovitz 6-2, 6-0

No. 6 Lancaster Catholic 3, No. 7 Hamburg 2
No. 1 Singles: Lil Vernois LC d Melanie Haas 6-0, 6-0
No. 2 Singles: Rachel Fazzini LC d Brooke Buckley 7-6 (6), 7-6 (2)
No. 3 Singles: Caroline Bashore H d Jenna Koury 6-2, 6-0
No. 1 Doubles: Ellie Cubbison / Emily Lent LC d Kristen Wade / Hannah Hungerford 6-4, 6-1
No. 2 Doubles: Victoria Kissinger H d Emily Kurisky / Julia Donahue 6-2, 6-2

THIRD PLACE RESULTS (winner qualifies for PIAA Championships)

No. 7 Hamburg 3, No. 5 Berks Catholic 2
No. 1 Singles: Lin Robertson BC d Melanie Haas 6-1, 6-0
No. 2 Singles: Brooke Buckley H d Mary Kate Gregor 6-1, 7-6 (1)
No. 3 Singles: Caroline Bashore H d Maggie Mistek 6-4, 6-2
No. 1 Doubles: Meredith Finneran / Laura Covely BC d Kristen Wade / Hannah Hungerford 6-3, 6-1
No. 2 Doubles: Victoria Kissinger / Samantha Nye H d Helena Woytovich / Veronica Alabovitz 6-1, 6-4

CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS (both teams qualify for PIAA Championships)

No. 1 Wyomissing 3, No. 6 Lancaster Catholic 2
No. 1 Singles: Lil Vernois LC d Mara Trifoi 6-1, 6-0
No. 2 Singles: Rachel Fazzini LC d Carmen Heinly 6-3, 6-4
No. 3 Singles: Emma Thornton W Annie Skehan 7-5, 6-4
No. 1 Doubles: Leah McAvoy / Julia Herb W d Ellie Cubbison / Emily Lent 6-1, 4-6, 6-2
No. 2 Doubles: Abby Wexler / Anna Kate Schreck W d Emily Kurisky / Julia Donahue 7-6 (2), 6-2